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Demogorgon’s Lair is a toe-up, fraternal sock pattern featuring lots of squiggly lace. It has a star
toe with a matching afterthought star heel. This sock pattern was inspired by the popular tv
series Stranger Things, in which the Demogorgon – also known as the Monster – lives in a parallel
dimension known as the Upside Down. It is the contrast between the Upside Down and the regular
world that led me to this fraternal design.

Yarn: About 70-90 grams of fingering weight sock yarn
Yarn used in sample is Zilt & Zeeuws BFL Sock (75% Bluefaced Leicester 25% nylon, 465 yards or
425 meters per 100 grams) in Green
Gauge: 9 stitches and 12 rows is 1 inch or 2.5 cm in stockinette stitch
Needles: 2.25 mm (US 1) or size needed to obtain gauge in stockinette
Materials needed: Needles for working small circumferences in the round, a crochet hook about
one size smaller than your knitting needles, a piece of waste yarn, at least 8 stitch markers, and a
tapestry needle
Techniques used: Magic Circle Cast On, lace knitting, Jeny’s Surprisingly Stretchy Bind off,
afterthought heel
Size: Small (56 stitches), Medium (64 stitches) and Large (72 stitches) to fit a leg circumference
of about 8 (9, 10) inches or 20 (22.5, 25) cm
The lace pattern looks best when it is worn with sufficient negative ease. The pattern is very
stretchy, so please pick the size you would knit for a vanilla sock and switch to smaller size needles
for the leg if necessary.

Please read before you start:

• Read through the entire pattern before casting on.

• When more than one number is given, the first ap-
plies to size Small, the second to Medium, and the
third one to Large

• Both charts and full written instructions of the
charts are included in the pattern.

See pages 4 to 5

• For a tutorial on how to work the Magic Circle Cast
on, you can check http://www.instructables.com/
id/Magic-Circle-Cast-On/

• If you are unsure about which type of increases to
use for the left and right leaning increases (M1L and
M1R), please check https://yarnsub.com/articles/
techniques/m1-increase/

• For a tutorial on how to work Jeny’s Surpris-
ingly Stretchy Bind Off, you can check http://
knitty.com/ISSUEfall09/FEATjssbo.php

• For a tutorial on how to pick up your stitches
from waste yarn to work your afterthought heel,
you can check https://www.woolandthegang.com/
how-to/knit/picking-up-your-heel-stitches-and-
remove-your-waste-yarn

Abbreviations:
K Knit
P Purl
K2tog Knit 2 stitches together
Kfb Knit through front and back of stitch
Ssk Slip knitwise, slip knitwise,
- knit through back loop
M1L Make 1 left leaning stitch
M1R Make 1 right leaning stitch
BOR Beginning of round
PM Place marker
SM Slip marker
YO Yarnover
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